Role of Financial Stability in Strengthening the Relationship between Financial Inclusion and Investments in the Jordanian Financial Sector
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Abstract: Although it has been shown in the past that expanding access to banking services has positive effects on the economy and poverty reduction, it remains uncertain if doing so also improves bank investment. Although the availability of financial services and the amount of deposit balances have no discernible impact on investment in Jordan's financial sector, the study concludes that financial inclusion is critical for improving the economy and reducing the number of loan accounts. This study is the first to investigate the role of financial instability on the relationship between financial inclusion and investment in Jordan. This research looked at financial inclusion and financial instability as two significant investment drivers. Using a panel analysis, this study will look at the Jordanian financial sector from 2017 to 2021 to see how financial stability affects the relationship between financial inclusion and investment. A dynamic panel approach using the System GMM was used in the research. The research showed that financial inclusions have a major and negative effect on financial sector investment in Jordan. However, financial inclusions have had a substantial and favourable effect on investment in Jordan's financial industries. Investments in Jordan's banking system have a closer connection to financial inclusion because of the country's history of financial instability. With this information in hand, officials in Jordan can shift their attention to providing accessible, low-cost financial services to back loans and new ventures for small- and medium-sized enterprises. The report can also help Jordanian policymakers and regulators reach the goals of Jordanian national strategy for financial inclusion.
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金融稳定在加强约旦金融部门普惠金融与投资之间关系中的作用

摘要：尽管过去已经表明扩大银行服务的可及性对经济和减贫有积极影响，但这样做是否也能改善银行投资仍不确定。尽管金融服务的可用性和存款余额对约旦金融部门的投资没有明显影响，但该研究得出结论，金融普惠对于改善经济和减少贷款账户数量至关重要。这项研究首次调查了金融不稳定对约旦金融普惠与投资之间关系的影响。这项研究将金融包容性和金融不稳定视为两个重要的投资驱动因素。通过面板分析，本研究将审视2017年至2021年的约旦金融部门，以了解金融稳定性如何影响金融普惠与投资之间的关系。研究中使用了
使用系统广义矩法的动态面板方法。研究表明，普惠金融对约旦的金融部门投资具有重大的负面影响。然而，普惠金融对约旦金融业的投资产生了重大而有利的影响。由于该国金融不稳定，对约旦银行系统的投资与普惠金融有着更密切的联系。有了这些信息，约旦的官员就可以将注意力转移到提供便利、低成本的金融服务上，以支持中小企业的贷款和新企业。该报告还可以帮助约旦决策者和监管机构实现约旦国家普惠金融战略的目标。

关键词：金融稳定性、金融包容性、投资、约旦金融业、系统广义矩量法。

Introduction
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) describes the digital economy and highlights its growing importance in its 2017 Global Investment Report [1]. The report emphasizes the need for targeted investment policy support to construct infrastructure connectivity facilities, encourage digital companies, and support the digitization of the entire economy in order to facilitate digital development in all countries, in particular the inclusion of developing countries in the global digital economy [2]. It is important to incorporate both digital development and investment strategies into overall policymaking. Policymakers must address public concerns about global development while simultaneously encouraging investment in digital growth [3]. The growth of Jordan's economy and standard of living can clearly be traced back to the rise of the automated economy. Investments made by locals are crucial to Jordan's economic growth and social capital circulation since they provide a complement to the country's citizens' spending [4]. Sustainable economic and social growth, poverty alleviation, job creation, and a more secure financial system all benefit from increased access to and use of financial services [5].

Poverty and economic growth are both hindered by the absence of available funds. This is due to the widespread belief that low-income people are unable to save and invest in productive businesses because of their limited access to financial resources. However, when capital is readily available, businesses are encouraged to increase their investment and risk-taking, both of which contribute to the economic expansion [6]. After the recent financial crisis, there has been renewed global interest in expanding access to financial services. Therefore, in order to achieve all-encompassing and long-term growth, international organizations and financial and monetary authorities in both developed and developing nations have prioritized the notion of financial inclusion within their goals and programs [7-9]. The research [10] summed up the causes of economic marginalization as follows. To begin with, banks' unwillingness to work with some consumers is due to the former's low income and the latter high risk of lending. Second, bias toward specific groups based on their race or religion. Third, financial institutions are unable to offer these services because of the enormous expenses. As a fourth issue, people are generally financially ignorant. However, due to the growth in financial transactions as well as in the number of clients and the dangers connected with these factors, financial inclusion alters the very foundation of the financial system [11]. After the subprime crisis, there was a resurgence of interest from academics and politicians in the idea of financial stability.

All parts of the financial system rely on financial stability, and it plays a significant role in ensuring the systems long-term health and prosperity [12]. The term "financial stability" refers to the ability of the financial system to absorb shocks and minimize the harm they can inflict [13]. Several previous studies have found a link between financial inclusion and financial instability [14, 15]. Low-income clients in Jordan's banking system are remarkably resilient, with their deposit and borrowing patterns remaining unchanged even during times of crisis. As a result, the Jordanian banking system maintains a steady stream of deposits for use in its lending operations. By increasing the diversity and size of the financial system's customer base, FI helps FS better serve as an intermediary between savers and borrowers. By closing the gap between the rich and the poor, FI helps to reduce income inequality. That is why it is so hard to achieve financial inclusion without a stable financial system and why it is so hard to create financial stability in a system that includes economically, socially and financially excluded populations. However, [16] and [17] warned that there are hazards associated with financial inclusion that might threaten FS in various ways. First, the problem of information asymmetry is aggravated by the rising involvement of the low-income population in the financial system, which is characterized by high transaction and information costs in financial operations.

Poor governance and regulatory systems of local financial institutions increase their susceptibility to financial problems. Third, without proper oversight and
regulation, the use of novel financial methods such as phone banking can be dangerous for financial instability. More empirical research examining the connection between FI and FS is required, however, because financial inclusion is still in its infancy and there is considerable dispute over its influence. Over the past few years, Jordan has come to determine financial inclusion as a cornerstone of long-term inclusive growth. Because of this, in 2015, the Central Bank of Jordan began developing the National Financial Inclusion Strategy, which was officially launched in 2017. Microfinance, online financial services, and capital for SMEs are the three pillars on which NFIS rests. Financial technology, financial consumer protection, data and research, and rules and regulations are the four enablers addressed to construct the pillars of NFIS. The primary objectives of NFIS are to decrease the gender gap from 53 percent to 35 percent in terms of financial independence (as measured by account ownership among adults) by 2020.

However, the high poverty and unemployment rates in Jordan, which reached 14.4% and 18.5% respectively in 2017, prompted Jordan's interest in FI. Low levels of financial inclusion are also shown by the CBJ survey from 2017, which found that only 33% of Jordanians have bank accounts. However, keeping FS going strongly is one of the CBJ's primary goals. The CBJ formed the Department of Financial Stability in 2013 to work toward this end. This office oversees the macroprudential policy of Jordan, which reduces systemic risk and strengthen the country's financial sector's resilience to shocks. Despite the growing interest in financial inclusion matters, no prior empirical research has examined the role of financial instability on the link between financial inclusion and investment in the Jordanian setting. While the empirical literature on Jordan is relatively scarce, this paper adds to that literature by bridging a significant existing gap, especially in the aftermath of the recent financial and debt crises and the recent COVID-19 and Russian invasion to Ukraine that affected many countries, with Jordan not an exception. Therefore, this research aims to address this information gap. Jordanian officials and regulators will use the important results of this study to improve the National Strategy for financial inclusion.

1. Literature Review

Those who live in a country are said to have "invested" if they have made purchases of income-generating assets such as stocks and bonds or those used in production or business. In addition to assisting with the appropriate deployment of capital and the modification of Jordan's industrial structure, domestic investment can help alleviate the country's construction sector's severe funding deficit. On the other hand, learning from the experiences of Jordanian citizens who have invested in the digital economy can inform the reform of Jordan's future investment system. It is not enough to just consider the role of microfinance in a country's growth; microfinance's impact on household financial decisions is significant; and resident investment is, once again, central to household financial choices. For future researchers interested in studying resident investment and household financial assets, [18] asset portfolio theory provided a theoretical foundation. It also discussed some of the elements that influenced resident investment, some of which were explored from the standpoint of physical capital, such as household income, assets, and borrowing limits on the impact that resident investment choices in financial asset portfolios could have. Investing in financial markets, such as stocks, necessitates a certain level of financial knowledge and the ability to acquire and process financial information, which primarily includes education level [19, 20], financial knowledge [21], cognitive ability [22], and health level. This motivated academics to investigate human capital inequalities from this vantage point [23]. Marriage and other sociodemographic factors [24], social interaction and social capital [25], and macroeconomic policies are all investigated in the literature as potential influences on household financial investment participation [26]. The impact of Internet finance and market frictions on the traditional financial sector and the financial investments of citizens is a topic that has begun to be explored in the literature as the Internet has developed [27]. However, the effect of financial inclusion on residents' investment in the digital economy has received scant attention. Even though there is a lot of research on how the Internet affects local investment, it is important to keep in mind that Internet access and digital financial development vary from place to place. In a study on financial inclusion, [28] talked about the development of financial inclusion from the late nineties until the present day, when development finance organizations called for their support for microcredit, small loans for people who lack a stable source of income. Recently, the concept of financial inclusion has evolved and includes providing broader services to all segments of society, especially to individuals who do not benefit from banking services, and micro, small, medium and holistic companies means reaching them in a sustainable manner.

The study by Jameh [29] talked about the impact of financial technology on the Islamic banking sector, as it has created a variety of financial services on the Islamic financial system. The Middle East, North Africa and Turkey account for 75% of the size of the financial technology market in the Islamic Labor Organization, and countries such as Saudi Arabia, Iran, UAE, Malaysia and Indonesia achieve financial inclusion in a remarkable way and at very high rates for
the rest of the OIC countries. [30] concluded the need to increase awareness and interest in financial culture among all segments of society. To achieve social justice, [31] clarified the necessity of paying attention to financial inclusion as long as its elements are available in the state to achieve the desired goals, the most important of which are combating poverty, reducing unemployment, and reaching the needs of society through innovative technology that saves time and effort for all members of society and meets all political and economic conditions, financial crises and health conditions as the Corona epidemic, which may increase the number of poor in the world in the absence of a fixed income per capita.

[32], which included 100 countries for the year 2017, concluded that there is a positive relationship between financial inclusion and information and communication technology, which helped to provide services to all levels of customers in society and increased society's interest in financial inclusion after the crisis of the Corona epidemic, through Embodying base structures and infrastructure, encouraging investment and achieving sustainability to face economic problems, including unemployment, achieve welfare for the community, and mitigate economic and financial fluctuations. The study [33] showed that there is a clear shortcoming in financial inclusion in Sudan and the necessity of paying attention to financial inclusion after the crisis of the Corona epidemic, through Embodying base structures and infrastructure, encouraging investment and achieving sustainability to face economic problems, including unemployment, achieve welfare for the community, and mitigate economic and financial fluctuations. The study [33] showed that there is a clear shortcoming in financial inclusion in Sudan and customer dissatisfaction with banking services in terms of use and cost. Customers and the importance of using financial technology and communications that commensurate with the possibility of society and focus on sustainability projects.

2. Methodology

The primary purpose of this research is to analyze how investments in Jordan's financial sector can be strengthened by the presence of a more inclusive financial system. Beginning with a description of the study population and sample, the study variables, and the measurement techniques, this section details the approach taken in assessing statistical correlations between the variables. There is also information here on where to go for data and how to analyze it. To begin with, the entire financial sector that is listed on the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) is included in the study population, and the same financial sector is also included in the study sample. Furthermore, the method used to pick samples for the years 2017–2021 is all of the necessary information was culled from publicly available secondary sources, such as the Amman Stock Exchange’s yearly reports on Jordan's financial industry. The period from 2017 to 2021 was the main focus of the research. The benefit (or return) of an investment divided by the cost of the investment is a more ideal investment measure that can capture future growth potential, and this is how we computed investment (the dependent variable) [34, 35].

First, there is the availability of financial services. It is critical for comprehensive financial system services to be readily available, which may be reflected in the number of bank outlets and/or ATMs, the number of employees per customer in the bank, or the number of bank branches, for availability measures how accessible financial services are to the general population. Second, low-cost financial services. This procedure allows low-income and marginalized persons to gain access to the financial services they demand and to receive the proper amount of credit when they require it [36]. Third, Financial Services use the thrust in this dimension is generated by the underbanked or marginally banked idea, as noted by [37], where in some countries with a high poverty rate and higher level of banking, several people do not use the services offered although they have a bank account. In this paper, this was quantified using two of the banking industry's most fundamental functions: credit and deposit. In addition, the Jordanian Financial Stability Index was used to assess the economy's health [38]. This work uses GDP, firm size, and board size as control variables, based on the research of several experts. To account for the impact of both individuals and time periods in the estimate of the generalized method of moments, panel time analysis data is used. GMM estimators are often used to estimate dynamic panels because they avoid Nickell bias [39].

To avoid endogeneity and simultaneity bias, GMM estimators are superior to fixed effects estimators [40]. When estimating the model as a set of equations, one for each time period, the Difference GMM estimator (also known as the Arellano and Bond Estimator) uses the lagged levels of the dependent variables as instruments for the first differenced lags of the dependent variable [41]. The lagged values of the dependent variables, however, are often poor instruments for the first differenced variables, as argued by [42]. Since the System GMM estimator employs lagged differences as instruments for the equation in levels in addition to lagged levels of as instruments for the equation in first differences, it was recommended that this method be used. Therefore, the System GMM estimator outperforms the Difference GMM estimator in terms of stability. Furthermore, robust standard errors for FE estimation and Windmeijer-corrected standard errors for GMM estimations have been described to address heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation issues, respectively. Using the Sys-GMM approach, we develop the following model to assess the impact of a company's corporate governance on information asymmetry within the company. To investigate the role of financial stability in strengthening the relationship between financial inclusion and investments, the following empirical model was developed:

\[ INV_{it} = \rho_1 + \gamma_1 FINC_{it} + \gamma_2 GDP_{it} + \gamma_3 FSIZE_{it} + \]
\[ \gamma_4 BSIZE_{it} + \mu_{it} \]  
\[ FINS_{it} = \rho_1 + \gamma_1 FINC_{it} + \gamma_2 GDP_{it} + \]  
\[ \gamma_3 FSIZE_{it} + \gamma_4 BSIZE_{it} + \mu_{it} \]  
\[ INV_{it} = \rho_1 + \gamma_1 FINS_{it} + \mu_{it} \]  
\[ INV_{it} = \rho_1 + \gamma_1 FINS_{it} + \gamma_2 FINC_{it} + \gamma_3 GDP_{it} + \gamma_4 BSIZE_{it} + \mu_{it} \]

### 3. Results and Discussions

Using a panel data model, this research examines the impact of financial inclusion on the development of the commercial Jordanian financial industry from 2017 to 2021. Table 1 summarizes the findings from the descriptive analysis of the study variables. Every study variable's range of possible values from mean to minimum is examined, as are their central tendencies, dispersions, and extremes. Multicollinearity is a prevalent problem in statistical estimation of regression coefficients. This results from the independent variables in the study being highly correlated with one another [43]. The multivariate Pearson analysis correlations are shown in Table 2, where the greatest pair-wise correlation coefficient is 0.85, indicating that there is no multicollinearity problem. The results of Sys-GMM analysis are presented in Table 3. System GMM was claimed to be Windmeijer-corrected. As stated by [42], system GMM estimators are more reliable than difference GMM and FE estimators. Our analysis and inferences in this part are grounded mostly in the findings of the system GMM estimation. In addition, we have employed a two-stage generalized method of moment estimators with standard errors corrected for Windmeijer’s method. When we look at the System GMM output, we see that information asymmetry has a major impact on corporate governance processes. Information asymmetry is still there, as shown by the fact that the lagging terms of investment and financial inclusion are significant (at the 1% level).

Based on the results from Table 3, it can be seen that the direct effect of the relationship between financial inclusion and investment is negative and significant (Beta = -0.039). For the indirect effect, the relationship between financial inclusion and financial instability is also significant (Beta = 0.109) and that of mediation with financial instability was significant (Beta = 0.528). Therefore, since the direct and indirect relationships are significant, and the coefficient of the mediation than the coefficient of the direct relationship, it can be concluded that financial inclusion fully mediates the relationship between financial inclusion and investment in Jordanian financial sectors. The possibility of dangers associated with financial inclusion that endanger and lower FS is one explanation for this outcome. Along with an expansion in financial system participants, including low-income customers and new financial service providers, these risks were brought on by new, innovative financial products. In this defense, the need for financial oversight in lowering the danger brought on by the growth of unregulated financial system participants is emphasized [38]. Furthermore, it is evident from the experiment findings that financial instability is significant at the same level in both the groups with low and high levels of education, both at the 1% level of significance. This indicates that both groups of citizens are significantly affected by financial inclusion in terms of their investment. When comparing the coefficients, the high education-level group shows a stronger influence of digital finance on investment [44]. The reason could be that digital finance depends on cutting-edge technologies such as big data, cloud computing and information technology, which broaden the scope of services and reach of inclusive finance. But people who want to invest money should know something about finances and be able to choose the right financial products. People with more education and better judgment are more likely to be in the high-education group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>0.573136</th>
<th>0.276432</th>
<th>0.730173</th>
<th>17.51061</th>
<th>0.026535</th>
<th>8.155556</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.620217</td>
<td>0.217903</td>
<td>0.553386</td>
<td>17.12481</td>
<td>0.024294</td>
<td>7.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>1.115048</td>
<td>0.901230</td>
<td>3.592888</td>
<td>21.27039</td>
<td>0.072323</td>
<td>23.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.043131</td>
<td>0.000768</td>
<td>0.034622</td>
<td>15.21337</td>
<td>-0.015514</td>
<td>4.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>0.278395</td>
<td>0.211907</td>
<td>0.592711</td>
<td>1.79543</td>
<td>0.018653</td>
<td>2.794388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.355000</td>
<td>0.858190</td>
<td>1.870067</td>
<td>-1.72838</td>
<td>0.360216</td>
<td>1.810966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>2.095558</td>
<td>2.894791</td>
<td>8.224530</td>
<td>4.12478</td>
<td>4.795416</td>
<td>7.842337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INV</th>
<th>FINC</th>
<th>FINST</th>
<th>FSIZE</th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>BSIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINC</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINST</td>
<td>0.107**</td>
<td>-0.349*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIZE</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.229*</td>
<td>0.192*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Descriptive statistics

Table 2 Correlation matrix
Table 3 Sys-GMM analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lagged INV</td>
<td>0.871*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged FINS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.711*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged INV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.804*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINC</td>
<td>-0.039*</td>
<td>0.109*</td>
<td>-0.528*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.465*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>0.096**</td>
<td>-0.616*</td>
<td>0.038**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIZE</td>
<td>0.048*</td>
<td>-0.020**</td>
<td>0.061*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIZE</td>
<td>0.138*</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
<td>0.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(2)</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargan test</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen test</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of obs</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of groups</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

There has been a lot of discussion recently about how to achieve equitable and sustainable growth in both developing and wealthy nations. At the same time, officials at both the national and international levels have come to determine financial inclusion as a crucial means of fostering the anticipated expansion. The Central Bank of Jordan has issued the 2017 National Strategy for Financial Inclusion considering these changes. Conversely, policymakers everywhere value stable economies. It has been stated in prior research that a country’s financial stability can be improved by greater financial inclusion. Indeed, no empirical research has been conducted in the Jordanian context on the connection between financial inclusion and financial stability. As a result, the purpose of this research is to determine whether or not there is a connection between financial inclusion and financial security. The Jordanian financial inclusion index, calculated using annual data of selected financial inclusion variables, was used to assess Jordanian financial inclusion levels between 2017 and 2021. The study's findings corroborate the concept that financial inclusion has a substantial and beneficial effect on financial stability as evaluated by the Jordanian financial stability index.

Research findings suggest that authorities in charge of financial regulation would do well to adhere to sensible and adequate supervisory requirements designed to curb the dangers posed by the rapid growth of the sector’s many players. In addition, financial education is essential for all segments of Jordanian society since it promotes the use of financial services and equips participants with the tools they need to effectively manage their savings and make sound investment decisions. Constant factors showed a positive correlation between GDP per capita and fiscal health. In contrast, domestic loans to the private sector, income inequality, financial integration, and the global financial crisis all have major harmful effects on economic security. The main difficulties encountered by the research were short data series and missing data. Due to these constraints, a more all-encompassing index of financial inclusion could not be constructed using the available information. Future research, once the data is made available, will be able to include more measures of financial inclusion to create a more complete index of financial inclusion. To further our understanding of this critical topic, future research might also look into the correlation between financial inclusion and factors such as poverty and income inequality.

This research and its findings make it clear that financial inclusion plays a crucial part in Jordan’s economy. The results showed that the investment of the Jordanian financial industry in Jordan was negatively and considerably impacted by the number of loan accounts and the quantity of deposits. This finding corroborates the findings of previous research. Investment in Jordan's banking sector was unrelated to the country’s branch and ATM density. Investment in Jordan's commercial banking sector was most affected by two factors: leverage and bank sizes. With this information in hand, officials in Jordan can shift their attention to providing accessible, low-cost financial services to back loans and new ventures for small- and medium-sized enterprises. The banking system in Jordan should encourage families to diversify their holdings beyond cash and deposits. Keeping asset management costs stable is important for the Jordanian financial sector and other banks if they want to increase the demand for their services. Investigating the links between financial inclusion and banking hazards is an interesting avenue for future research.

Our results have important policy implications. The findings suggest that banking stability is strongly influenced by the degree to which households and SMEs have access to financial services, indicating the importance of ensuring an inclusive financial sector for achieving inclusive economic growth. By broadening banking services to underbanked and/or underbanked people, bank managers can not only take early advantage of exploiting the untapped potential of customers and creating a “lock-in” effect but also aid an inclusive development agenda while allocating resources in more productive areas. As only 41% of people in developing countries compared to 89% in developed ones have bank accounts, additional policies should focus on ensuring access to those excluded from formal financial services, especially in developing
countries. To maximize the benefits of financial inclusion, the commercial Jordanian financial sector should increase its investment and adopt laws to facilitate this goal. Therefore, the commercial Jordanian financial sector should be creative and imaginative in its efforts to achieve financial inclusion regulations. Loans to small- and medium-sized enterprises and startups can be supported by these policies if more of them are made available.
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